SALONI SINGH

HETTTRUSTeTRI-01

STATE VS. Rishab Gupta @Sonu

Metropolitan Magistrate-01
7HRT. 54

FIR No.485/2020

Room No. 54

ITETT, TgHEHI Të, fdoot

PS G.T.B. Enclave
Us 356/379/411 IPC

Shahdara Karkardooma Courts. Delh

23.01.2021

At2.20 PM
Through VC CISCO Webex.
Present:

None.
An application has been filed for calling report from Jail

Superintendent regarcling status of release of accused in the present case via
email with undertaking.
Notice of this

application

via email and

through Dispatch

Rider be sent to concerned Jail Superintendent with directions to furnish
status of release of accused in the present case returnable on 24.1.2021 at
2.00 pm before Ld. Duty MM.

opiitan
n

ate

Magis

(SALON SIEGH)

MM-01 Sháhdara,

Karkardooma Courts, Delhi

arkerdo

Coorna C

Metropcdkar dapo (D-01)
Kawoame

Ceme, Dei

SALONI SINGH
TEHTR EUsfeBrÝI-01

Metropolitan Magistrate-01
T

54

Room No. 54
Shahdara Karkardooma Courts, Delhi

STATE Vs. Mushahid Ali
FIR no. 305/20
PS G.T.B. Enclave

23.01.2021
Through VC CISCO Webex.
Mr. Lokesh Kumar, Ld. APP for State.
None for applicant.

Present:

1. Reply to the superdari application has been filed through proper
channel. Copy be supplied to the applicant via email. Submissions on

the application for release of vehicle on superdari have already been
made.

2. Submissions have already been heard. Case file perused. In the present
is seeking release of the vehicle bearing no.
DL-1CX 1778 on superdari on the ground that he is the registered owner

application, the applicant

of the same. As per the said reply filed by the 10, he has no objection, if
the vehicle is released to the lawful owner. No purpose would be served
the vehicle in P.S. Malkhana during the trial. Therefore, on
consideration, the vehicle no. DL-1CX 1778 is released on superdari to

keeping

its

registered

a.

owner

subject to the following conditions:

-

That the applicant shall furnish a security bond in the sum of Rs.

7,00,000/- (Rupees

Seven Lakh

Only)

to

the satisfaction of

concerned SHO;
b. That the applicant shall not sell or otherwise dispose of the said
vehicle without
same as

C.

intimation to the court and

and when directed

by

shall produce the

the court;

The 1.0. shall prepare a detailed punchnama mentioning specitic

details of the

uate

prior

vehicle

including

its colour,

cngine

number and

chassis number;
d.

The .O. shall take coloured
ditferent

.

The

angles

photographs of

the said vehicle tom

for proper identitication of the

phoographs

shall

same:

be attested and countep

signed bv

the

Meaapcatan Magaaio (e0)
Kmameome

complainant, registered owner, and accused; and
f.

The I.O. shal file the punchnama with a print-Out of the

photographs and copy of the photographs in a pendrive/flashdrive
and file it in compliance of provisions of the Indian Evidence

Act, 1872.

3. Application is accordingly disposed of and it be tagged with chargesheet

as and when filed. Copy of order be uploaded on the District Court

Website and copy of order be

n

kerdc

Mag

suate

sent via

email

to

counsel for applicant

(SALONINGH)
MM-01,Shahdara,

Karkardoomà Courts, Delhi

23.01.2021
Metropolitan Magira (CND-01)
Kase

Cone, Dei

SALONI SINGH
-01
. ale-01
Metropok
STATE Vs. Unknown
FIR no. Unknown

PS GTB Enclave

TEGYT
Shahier

iCma

Courts, Delhi

23.01.2021
Through VC CISC Webex.
Present:

Ld. APP for State.
None for applicant.
An application has been filed for release of documents on

superdari via email with undertaking. On inquiry, the Reader informed the
court that the applicant was requested to furnish the FIR nunmber of this
case and applicant had replied via email that he does not have the
particulars of the present FIR.
The details of present FIR number are not mentioned in the
application without which the application cannot be considered. Therefore,
the present application is dismissed for want of full particulars of the case.

Copy of this order be sent via email to the counsel of the applicant.

Metropoolitan

Magistra

(SALOM SINGH)
MM-01, Shahdara,

Opna C dara

Kapkardooma Courts, Delhi

Meroppa2gtet
(D01)
Katawedeme Courts, Deli

